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Wind, solar, and hydropower are major forms of
the so-called renewable energies. Effective ap-
plication of renewable energies to supply heat
and electricity is weather dependent and needs
short-term weather forecasts, as well as histor-
ical and climatological information. All relevant
measurement sensors were introduced in previous
chapters. Here, the special requirements of wind,
radiation, and precipitation measurements for
planning and operating renewable energy power
plants are addressed. The cooling of conventional
thermal power plants, the transmission of electric-
ity in cables above ground, and the overall energy
demand are weather dependent as well, and thus
need atmospheric measurements.
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Meteorological competence directed to a meaningful
and smooth application of devices that supply electric-
ity and heat from fossil and renewable energy sources
is summarized in the subdiscipline “energy meteorol-
ogy” today. Energy meteorology comprises theoretical
considerations, data capture, data analysis, and weather
forecasts relevant to power generation, distribution, and
consumption. Energy meteorology for wind energy is
covered in [51.1]. For solar energy applications, more
detailed information is provided, e.g., in [51.2]. For hy-

dropower applications, the reader can refer to [51.3] for
more details. A short review on the present status of the
whole subject is found in [51.4].

Although fossil and renewable energy supply de-
vices have been operated for a long time, energy mete-
orology mainly developed during the last three decades
due to the growth of the renewable energy capacity
and its much larger need for meteorological information
compared to fossil power plants. With a few excep-
tions the main difference in the required meteorological
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knowledge for power generation purposes is that for
fully fossil power plants, meteorological information is
mainly needed in order to assess the load (e.g., high

loads during cold spells). For renewable energy, me-
teorological information is also needed to estimate the
energy production.

51.1 Measured Parameters

Table 51.1 gives an overview on the meteorological
parameters needed for the planning and operation of
renewable energy sources and an electricity grid with
fossil and renewable energy sources. The parameters
are listed next to the form in which the parameter is
required, its application, unit, and symbol.

The deployment of measurement instruments for
site assessment or performance monitoring of renew-
able energy power plants will be very much determined

Table 51.1 Measured parameters used in renewable energy applications

Parameter Form Relevance Unit Symbol
Wind speed Time series, statistics, extreme

values, vertical profiles
Wind energy, power lines, solar
energy

m s�1 u

Wind direction Time series, statistics, vertical
profiles

Wind energy, solar energy ı

Air temperature Instantaneous values (wind
energy, power lines, cooling tow-
ers), weekly or monthly average
(cooling water for hydropower)

Wind energy (air density, risk of
icing), power lines, solar energy,
hydropower (evaporation, warming
of cooling water), operation of
cooling towers, load estimations

K T

Pressure Time series, statistics Wind energy (air density), power
lines, cooling towers

hPa p

Humidity Instantaneous values, weekly or
monthly averages

Wind energy (air density, risk of
icing), hydropower (evaporation),
operation of cooling towers, power
lines

% (relative humid-
ity),
10�3 kg kg�1
(absolute humidity)

RH, q

Global horizontal
irradiance

Time series, statistics, extreme
values

Solar energy, hydropower (evapo-
ration), power lines

Wm�2 G (according to [51.5]),
often GHI, atmospheric
sciences use K#

Direct normal
irradiance

Time series, statistics, extreme
values

Concentrating solar technologies Wm�2 Gb, according to [51.5],
also DNI

Global tilted
irradiance

Time series, statistics, extreme
values

Non or low concentrating photo-
voltaic plants, flat plate collectors

Wm�2 Gt, also GTI

Beam attenuation Time series, statistics Solar tower plants – A
Solar and circum-
solar radiance
profile

Time series, statistics Concentrating solar technologies Wm�2 sr�1 S

Circumsolar con-
tribution

Time series, statistics Concentrating solar technologies – CSC

Soiling rate Time series, statistics, extreme
values

Solar energy s�1 O�

Solar spectral
irradiance

Time series, statistics Photovoltaic plants Wm�2 µm�1 E�

Precipitation Amount and intensity (spatial
averages), time series, statistics,
extreme values, form (snow, hail)

Hydropower, solar energy L, mm P

Snow cover Amount Solar energy cm
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by the intended use of the generated power (e.g., the
instantaneous generation of electricity or the accumula-
tive storage of heat). The main requirement is that the
measurements are representative for an area or an air
volume covered by the foreseen devices for power gen-
eration. For instance, wind measurements often have
to be performed at exposed sites, such as hilltops. In
this case, attention has to be paid to the problem of
curved streamlines, as described in Sect. 23.6.3 of this
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book, which is relevant for remote sensing of wind
profiles in complex terrain. Normal representativeness
considerations, which are relevant for climatological
and meteorological studies, and which have been listed

in the respective sections of this handbook, cannot be
fulfilled in every case. Therefore, further hints and de-
tails for power-related measurements can be found in
Sect. 51.4.

51.2 History

The usage of renewable energies and the operation of
classical fossil energy infrastructures (power plants and
power lines) are based on existing meteorological ex-
pertise and data and site-specific measurements (see the
sections below). By around the turn of the millennium
the paramount importance of meteorological data for
the operation of renewable energies became clearer, and
the subdiscipline energy meteorology started to emerge.
The first German specialty conference on energy mete-
orology took place 2009. The inaugural International
Conference on Energy &Meteorology was convened in
Australia in 2011. The development of renewable ener-
gies is very much driven by private companies. Thus,
additional site-specific measurements up to now have
very often been planned and executed by these private
companies. This data is usually not publicly available.

51.2.1 History of Measurements
for Wind Energy

Windmeasurements have accompanied the usage of the
kinetic energy contained inwinds through all times. Tra-
ditional windmills have been built for centuries in Eu-
rope, and the growing political and economic impor-
tance of sailing ships in the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries led, e.g., to the development of the Beaufort
wind scale. Compared to this the construction and de-
ployment of wind turbines for the generation of elec-
tricity was a rather new development that emerged in
the twentieth century. In the beginning until the 1980s,
10mwind datawere extrapolated to the then hub heights
of the first wind turbines of less than 50m. Later, the
erection of meteorological masts became the most ac-
cepted wind assessment technology, when hub heights
were about 50m and above. In the 1990s, the inter-
est in surface-based acoustic remote sensing (Chap. 23)
grew, since the deployment of taller masts in the order of
100mheight becamemore expensive than ground-based
acoustic remote sensing, although the trust in remote-
sensing data remained less than the trust in in-situ cup
anemometer measurements. A major reason for the per-
sisting trust in cup anemometer data was that these in-
struments could be easily calibrated in wind tunnels.

In the 2000s, optical remote sensing (Chap. 27 on
wind lidars) took over from sodars, because wind lidars

became commercially available, and the data avail-
ability of wind lidars is considerably better than that
from sodars. After 2015, wind energy guidelines [51.6]
started to accept optical remote sensing as an indepen-
dent source for reliable wind data.

Specific data capture for the development of off-
shore wind farms started with large masts as well.
Near-coastal masts were, e.g., erected close to the Dan-
ish west coast at a wind turbine test site at Høvsøre
in 2002 [51.7]. In the German part of the North Sea,
the first real offshore meteorological mast about 45 km
off the coast was erected (the 100m-high mast FINO 1
[51.8]) in 2003. Two more similarly instrumented masts
(FINO 2 in the Baltic Sea and FINO 3 in the north-
ern part of the North Sea) followed a few years later.
Remote sensing was no option for these offshore mea-
surement platforms, because acoustic remote sensing
due to unavoidable fixed echoes (Chap. 23 on sodars
and RASS) was not possible close to the mandatory
masts on these platforms, and optical remote sensing
was not commercially available at the time of planning
the first of these measurement platforms. Even today,
wind lidars are not part of the standard instrumenta-
tion on these three platforms. Such devices were only
brought to the platforms during limited measurement
campaigns.

Specific data for winds in complex terrain are avail-
able from a 200m-mast erected on the Rödeser Berg
near Kassel, Germany, at the end of 2011 [51.9]. A test
site for wind turbines in complex terrain exists south of
Boulder, Colorado, close to the foothills of the Rocky
Mountains [51.10]. A further wind turbine test site with
meteorological masts close to an about 200m-high es-
carpment is presently being designed and erected east
of Stuttgart, Germany.

Temperature profile measurements to assess the
thermal stratification of the atmospheric boundary layer
for the purpose of generating energy from the wind
are rarely executed. For a long time, the impact of
thermal stratification on wind energy generation was
considered to be negligible with higher wind speeds.
Today, for issues such as low-level jets and wake pro-
pagation, these measurements appear to be more and
more necessary for a proper assessment of wind en-
ergy.
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51.2.2 History of Measurements
for Solar Energy

Solar energy applications have a long history, starting
centuries before the first solar radiation measurements
became possible (Chap. 11 for the history of radia-
tion measurements). The first simple solar heating and
lighting applications did not require the measurement
of solar radiation or other meteorological parameters.
By the end of the nineteenth century Augustin Mou-
chot (1825–1911) developed the first solar powered
engine [51.11], which was demonstrated at the Uni-
versal Exhibition in Paris in 1878. At the latest then
atmospheric data were required for solar energy in or-
der to decide whether or not this new technology was
a competitive alternative to other power sources, such
as coal. Apparently, decision-makers estimated that this
was not the case, as more intense research on so-
lar energy started only after World War II. By then,
pyrheliometers and pyranometers were already avail-
able, as well as measurement systems for most of the
other relevant atmospheric parameters. These instru-
ments could be used for performance testing and system
characterization, two main applications of meteorolog-
ical measurements for solar energy. With the growing
interest in solar energy in the 1970s due to the oil crisis,
it became increasingly clear that the already available
meteorological data were not enough to provide a good
estimate of the solar resource available at a given site
and, hence, the corresponding expected power plant
yield. Due to the spatial variability of meteorological
conditions and, in particular, solar irradiance it was
found that the resource data must be collected for a site
close to the envisioned power plant site. Even today
data from ground-basedmeasurements are not available
close to most potential power plant sites. Therefore, ex-
isting measurement networks were enhanced and model
approaches were investigated.

As interesting power plant sites are often remote,
it is often not feasible to maintain pyranometers and
pyrheliometers good enough to achieve the desired ac-
curacy. Therefore, and to reduce the costs of the instru-
mentation, less maintenance intense instruments, such
as the rotating shadowband irradiometer (RSI) were de-
veloped [51.12]. Such instruments were continuously
improved and are widely used for solar energy applica-
tions, especially for the planning of solar power plants.

Even if a measurement station is deployed for the
resource assessment at a site, the dataset is typically
too short to analyze the interannual variability of the
irradiance well enough for the determination of the ex-
pected solar plant yield. Therefore, methods to derive
long-term datasets were developed. Long-term datasets
are mostly derived from related measurements. His-

torically, modeling efforts included the determination
of global horizontal and direct normal irradiance from
sunshine duration measurements [51.13], as these were
much more frequent than pyranometric or pyrhelio-
metric measurements. Today, irradiance models based
on sunshine duration are only of historic interest and
are no longer recommended according to best prac-
tices [51.2]. Modeling efforts also included the creation
of irradiance maps, for example based on interpolation
techniques between the stations. Such spatial inter-
polations are still used today in some cases, but the
application of satellite derived long-term datasets is
much more common. Satellite-based measurements of
the radiation reflected from the ground or clouds to
the satellite have been used to derive irradiance since
the 1980s (Chap. 40) and have become a standard data
source for the planning of solar power plants.

Today, combinations of satellite and ground-based
measurements are used for the planning of large so-
lar power plants with several MW output power, as
will be explained in more detail in Sect. 51.4.5. Due
to the growing grid penetration of solar energy irra-
diance forecasting systems were developed in the last
two decades. These systems also rely on ground mea-
surements of irradiance, ground-based all-sky imagers
and/or satellite data.

51.2.3 History of Measurements
for Hydropower

Since there has not been much development in the us-
age of hydropower in the last decades, the means of
measurements have not changed either. Hydropower re-
lied and still relies on monitoring the discharge of rivers
for hydropower plants at rivers and the water level in
natural and artificial reservoirs for hydropower plants
operating below such reservoirs.

51.2.4 History of Measurements
for Conventional Power Plants,
Grid Operation, and Electricity
Transmission

Engineering sciences have dealt with the weather im-
pact on conventional power plants, electricity trans-
mission structures, and grid operations. Meteorological
data was required for these assessments, but no special
measurement techniques have been developed for this
purpose.

Measures such as heating degree days (HDD)
[51.14] and cooling degree days (CDD) [51.15] have
been developed for the assessment of the energy de-
mand. However, these measures were computed from
the available classical weather and climate data.
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51.3 Theory

This section summarizes the relevance of the different
atmospheric parameters for the different forms of power
generation (see the respective column in Table 51.1).
A proper operation of power grids (and less strictly,
also heating/cooling systems) requires a nearly perfect
balance of generation and consumption at any moment.
Therefore, atmospheric parameters are necessary to as-
sess the production potential, as well as the expected
consumption. These estimates have to be supplied at
least 1 day ahead and then have to be refined in several
steps until 15min before the very moment. For exam-
ple, the regulation of the electricity grid in Germany
is performed by trade at the energy stock exchange in
Leipzig. Expectations computed from atmospheric data
are the basis for this trade. The generation of electrical
energy from wind power depends on meteorological pa-
rameters in several respects, which are addressed in the
following.

51.3.1 Dependence of Wind Energy
on Meteorological Parameters

The harvest of electrical energy from the wind prin-
cipally depends on the third power of the wind
speed [51.1], as long as the rated power of the used wind
turbines is not reached. Between the rated power of the
turbines and the cut-off wind speed (see below) the har-
vested electrical energy is maximum and independent
on wind speed. Additionally, the energy harvest below
the rated power of the turbines depends on air density.
Cooler and dryer air is denser than warmer and more
humid air. The energy harvest is linearly proportional
to the density of the air.

The power available from the wind energy, Pwind

in atmospheric flow, i.e., the kinetic energy of the air,
0:5�u2 advected with the wind, u is quantified by the
following relation

Pwind D 0:5�Aru
2uD 0:5�Aru

3 ; (51.1)

where � is the air density, Ar is the rotor area of the
turbine, and u is the average wind speed over the ro-
tor area. Equation (51.1) gives the available wind power
over the rotor disk in Watt when the air density is given
in kgm�3, the rotor area in m2, and the wind speed in
m s�1. Theoretically, turbines can extract up to 16=27
of this power [51.16, 17]. This limit is known as Betz
limit today.

Assessments of annual energy harvest potentials not
only depend on the mean annual wind speed but also
on the distribution of the wind speed due to the non-
linear dependence of the energy harvest on the wind

speed. Weibull (Swedish engineer, scientist, and math-
ematician Ernst Hjalmar Waloddi Weibull, 1887–1979)
statistics [51.18] are usually computed for the annual
distribution of 10min mean wind speeds. Additionally,
Gumbel (German mathematician Emil Julius Gumbel,
1891–1966) statistics [51.19] are used to estimate ex-
treme 10min mean wind and gust speeds that are load
relevant. The probability F.u/ of the occurrence of
a wind speed smaller or equal to a given speed u is ex-
pressed in terms of the Weibull distribution by

F.u/D 1� exp

�
�
� u
A

�k	
; (51.2)

where A is the scale factor of this distribution in m/s,
and k is the shape factor. Once the two factors A and
k are known, the available annual wind power resource
can be computed by replacing u3 in (51.1) by the third
central moment of the Weibull distribution

Ewind D 0:5�ArA
3�

�
1C 3

k

	
; (51.3)

where � is the Gamma function.
The Gumbel distribution gives the probability F.u/

of the occurrence of a wind speed smaller than or equal
to a given speed u by

F.u/D e�e
�.u�a/=b

; (51.4)

with the scale factor a and the shape factor b (both in
m=s). An extreme value is then computed from known
factors a and b by

umax D a.� ln.� ln.p///C b ; (51.5)

where the probability p depends on the number of
available data within the addressed return period. The
probability of a, e.g., 50-year extreme from such
a time series with 10min-intervals (52 560 data points
a year) is given by pD 1� 1=.50� 52 560/, giving
� ln.� ln.p//D 14:78. For a time series with hourly
values, the threshold value would be 12.99.

Wind turbines only run when the 10min mean wind
speed is in a certain range of wind speeds. They start to
operate at the cut-in wind speed of 4�5m=s. They usu-
ally stop operating at the cut-off wind speed of 25m=s.
The cut-off at higher wind speeds is necessary in order
to avoid too large loads on the wind turbines.

The vertical profile of wind speed is of paramount
importance for wind energy. For the assessment of en-
ergy yields and mean loads on today’s large rotors



with diameters of much more than 100m, the rotor-
equivalent wind speed (REWS) is computed from an
(rough) integration of the wind speed distribution across
the rotor plane. The provision of wind speed profiles
with a vertical resolution of about 20�30m is nec-
essary for the computation of rotor-equivalent wind
speeds. The 2017 version of the IEC standard 61400-
12-1 [51.6] now refers to the REWS, which is defined
by a weighted sum of the cubes of simultaneous wind
speed measurements at a number of heights spanning
the complete rotor diameter between lower tip and up-
per tip [51.20]

veq D
 

nX
iD1

v 3
i

Ai

A

!1=3

with
nX

iD1

Ai D A ; (51.6)

where n is the number of measurements across the rotor
area, vi is the 10min mean wind speed at height zD zi,
Ai is the area of the i-th rotor segment, and A is the total
rotor area. The segment areas are computed between
two lines zj and zjC1, which are positioned exactly half-
way between two measurements

Ai D
zjC1Z

zj

c.z/ dz ; (51.7)

where c.z/ is the area of a segment of a circle

c.z/D 2
p
R2 � .z�H/2 ; (51.8)

where R is the rotor radius, and H is the hub height.
Loads on wind turbines increase with increasing

vertical shear and increasing turbulence intensity. The
turbulence intensity is given by

Iu.z/D
�
ln

�
z

z0

	
�)m

�
z

L�

		�1
: (51.9)

This means that turbulence intensity increases with
shear (the left-hand term of (51.9)) and with decreas-
ing stability (the right-hand term of (51.9)); ) is the
integral correction function for atmospheric thermal
stability [51.21–25]. See Chap. 1 for a basic treatment
of this parameter. Several extreme atmospheric phe-
nomena such as gusts, thunderstorms, lightning, and
icing have an impact on the operation of wind turbines.

51.3.2 Dependence of Solar Energy
on Meteorological Parameters

Here, we have to differentiate between different avail-
able solar energy technologies (Fig. 51.1). Common
photovoltaic (PV) plants and nonconcentrating solar
heating and cooling collectors use the global tilted ir-
radiance (Gtilt ) incident on the collector plane. Bifacial

PV modules also use the in-plane rear-side irradiance.
PV modules can also be tracked in one or two axes
to increase Gtilt; PV cells can also be mounted behind
a focusing lens or in the focal point of mirrors that are
tracked to the sun. In this case, direct normal irradiance
(Gb) is used. This is also the case for concentrating solar
power (CSP) plants that use mirrors to focus the di-
rect radiation on an absorber to create heat. This heat
can be used for industrial processes, heating, cooling,
or to generate electricity using a thermodynamic cycle.
Depending on the plant type, actually not Gb, but its
projection on the collectors’ aperture is used. This pro-
jection is calculated in plant models, andGb is provided
as a result of the meteorological measurements. Low
concentrating PV collectors are tracked to the sun and
only have a small ratio of the aperture to the PV cell sur-
face. In this case,Gb and another diffuse fraction ofGtilt

is used. The fact that different technologies use different
components of solar radiation greatly affects their pro-
duction. Clouds and fog diminish the yield of all solar
collectors, but concentrating collectors are much more
sensitive to clouds and fog than flat-plate collectors and
nonconcentrating PV, as they only use direct radiation.

The specification of direct normal irradiance (Gb) is
actually not a complete description of the resource used
for concentrating collectors. Depending on the concen-
trator and the receiving surface, radiation from a dif-
ferent angular region around the sun is used by solar
collectors. While pyrheliometers measure the irradiance
coming from an approximately 2.5ı-wide circular re-
gion around the sun (half-angle), most concentrating
solar plants for solar thermal electricity generation and
high concentrating PV systems accept only a narrower
region (e.g., 1.5ı). For concentrating PV systems and
process heat collectors, also wider acceptance angles
can be found. This effect is accounted for in state-
of-the-art plant models, but this requires another input
parameter – the sunshape. The sunshape is the radiance
of the sun and the circumsolar region closely around the
sun as a function of the angular distance from the cen-
ter of the sun, normalized to 1 in the center of the sun.
The description of the radiance distribution with a sun-
shape corresponds to the assumption that it is radially
symmetric. The sunshape can be characterized by the
circumsolar contribution: the ratio of the circumsolar
normal irradiance coming from a given angular region
between an inner and an outer boundary angle close to
the sun and the direct normal irradiance including radi-
ation from the solar disk and the circumsolar radiation
up to the outer boundary angle.

For flat plate collectors and nonconcentrating PV,
also the angular distribution of the irradiance is of in-
terest, as the efficiency of the collectors depends on the
incidence angle. The specification of the contribution

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-52171-4_1


a)

b)

c) d)

Fig. 51.1a–d Solar collectors at CIEMAT’s Plataforma Solar de Almería. (a) Tower plant CESA-1, (b) parabolic trough
collector, (c) solar thermal collector, and (d) photovoltaic plant ((a) photo © Christoph Prahl, DLR, (b–d) photos © Stefan
Wilbert, DLR)

of direct and diffuse irradiance to Gtilt is nearly always
sufficient for such models.

In the case of PV, also the spectral distribution of
the irradiance is of importance, as PV cells only use

a certain part of the solar spectrum. Furthermore, the
efficiency of PV cells varies strongly on the incoming
wavelength, even within the accepted wavelength inter-
val.



Besides radiation several other parameters affect the
solar plant yield. PV cells operate most efficiently at
low module temperatures. Thus, air temperature and
wind speed are relevant as well. Thermal collectors op-
erate more efficiently in warm conditions with low wind
speeds, as heat losses are lower in such cases. However,
the cooling for the thermodynamic cycle of CSP plants
is less efficient for high temperatures and low wind
speed. Also the pressure and humidity affect cooling.

Wind speed, direction, and wind gust also pay an-
other important role in solar power generation, as wind
can damage the plant components. This is of high im-
portance for tracking collectors that do not withstand
strong winds in operation, but only in a security posi-
tion (stow position). This leads to production losses, as
the collectors might not be able to collect energy (CSP,
high concentrating PV), or as they will only collect
significantly less radiation (tracked PV systems, low
concentrating PV).

The effects of precipitation are descriptive. Snow
cover on the collectors stops their operation while snow
infront of a snow free PV module or flat plate collector
increases the ground reflected radiation on the collec-
tor. Very large hail stones are a threat to the integrity
of solar collectors. Rain accumulating on the collector
surface reduces its transmittance or reflectance, but it
can also have positive effects. One positive effect is the
cooling of the PV module. Another positive and more
relevant effect is the potential cleaning of the collec-
tors. Atmospheric dust can settle on the collectors and
greatly reduce the transmittance or reflectance. This ef-
fect is described by the cleanliness, which is the ratio of
the efficiency in the current potentially soiled status of
the device and the efficiency of a clean device under
otherwise unchanged conditions. Soiling is described
by the soiling rate, the change of the cleanliness with
time. Note that at times, rain actually does not clean the
collectors but on the contrary decreases the cleanliness
by wet deposition of particles.

For solar tower plants, another parameter is of high
relevance: the atmospheric extinction between the mir-
rors (heliostats) and the receiver. The path between the
heliostats and the receiver can be greater than 1 km.
Even for a clean, dry atmosphere with a high visibil-
ity of about 75 km, about 5% of the reflected radiation
is lost on a 1 km light path to the receiver. For hazy con-
ditions, this loss can be 100%, and high losses of about
50% can occur even at high direct irradiance levels.

51.3.3 Dependence of Hydropower
on Meteorological Parameters

Assessment of hydropower potentials requires the cap-
ture of areal instantaneous and seasonal averaged pre-
cipitation amounts in the catchment areas of rivers and

reservoirs. Evaporation processes are only relevant, if
the water is to be stored over several months or even
years. See Chap. 57 for evaporation measurements and
calculations.

Peak river discharges depend on the precipitation
amounts of the last hours and days in the catchment
area of rivers. Soils saturated with moisture from pre-
ceding precipitation events enhance the river discharge,
because most of the new rain water cannot infiltrate
the wetted soil and runs off immediately. Thus, the
soil’s water content in the catchment area is to be mon-
itored as well. In springtime, melting snow covers in
the catchment area can contribute considerably to river
discharges. Long frost periods, dry spells, and droughts
can cause very low river discharges. The water levels in
reservoirs depend on longer-term precipitation amounts
over a few days to months. Again, melting snow and ice
from the last winter can contribute considerably to the
water level.

51.3.4 Dependence of Thermal
(Conventional) Power Plants
on Meteorological Parameters

Temperature and humidity influence the conditions for
wet cooling towers and water cooling of thermal power
plants. In a wet cooling tower (or open-circuit cooling
tower), warmwater can be cooled to a temperature lower
than the ambient temperature. As ambient air is drawn
past a flow of water, a small portion of the water evapo-
rates, and the energy required to evaporate that portion of
the water is taken from the remainingmass of water, thus
reducing its temperature. This type of cooling is most ef-
fective when the saturation deficit of the air is large.

If sufficient water is available (at the banks of
larger rivers) direct cooling using water from the river
(once-through cooling) can be used. Here, the effi-
ciency depends on the temperature of the water from
the river. Often, the warming-up of the water from the
river downstream of the power plant is limited by reg-
ulations to a given threshold temperature for ecological
reasons. If the temperature of the water upstream of the
power plant already exceeds this threshold temperature,
once-through cooling is no longer permitted.

In longer drought situations, low water levels in
rivers can cause problems in transporting the necessary
coal to the power plants. In hard winters, the coal could
also be frozen in goods waggons, which hampers the
supply of power plants as well.

51.3.5 Dependence of Energy Transmission
on Meteorological Parameters

Cables in overhead transmission lines warm up in oper-
ation proportionally to the electrical resistance of the
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cable and the strength of the electrical current flow-
ing through them. Warmer cables expand, and, thus,
transmission cables hanging from masts sag more and
come closer to the ground. In order to prevent exces-
sive sagging, the temperature of these cables must be
limited. Normal high-voltage transmission cables with
steel cores are not allowed to warm up to more than
80 ıC during normal operation and 100 ıC at peak oper-
ation. Special ACCC (aluminum conductor composite
core) cables have a smaller thermal expansion coeffi-
cient and can be operated up to a temperature of 175 ıC.

On the other hand, the temperature of transmission
cables is influenced by the environmental atmospheric
conditions [51.26]. The cables are cooled by heat con-
duction to the air flowing past them, and they are
warmed up by absorbing incoming short-wave radia-
tion. The cooling depends on wind speed, air density,
and the heat conductivity of the air. Air density and
heat conductivity depend on air pressure, tempera-
ture, and humidity.Without any temperature monitoring
transmission cables must be operated according to the
worst-case scenarios given in standards and guide-
lines (e.g., [51.27]) assuming 35 ıC air temperature,
0:6m s�1 wind speed, and 900W=m2 global radiation.
Monitoring the cable temperature and/or near-cable at-
mospheric data can help with a much more efficient use
of the transmission cables.

The accretion of ice at transmission cables could be-
come a problem in wintry weather situations, when rain
falls from warmer layers above into colder near-surface

air layers with temperatures below the freezing point.
This may sometimes happen in the case of approaching
warm fronts. The weight of the accreted ice can lead
to extreme sagging of cables. In some cases, even the
breaking of cables and entire electricity pylons has been
observed. Excessive riming in the case of advection of
very humid air masses and fog to power cables at tem-
peratures below the freezing point can lead to similar
effects.

Extreme winds may be a hazard for above-surface
power lines and electric pylons as well. This could be
the direct impact of the wind on the power lines, as well
as the impact of falling trees and other structures on
these lines.

51.3.6 Dependence of Energy Demand
on Meteorological Parameters

Electric energy demand for heating and cooling, as well
as lighting of living places and work spaces depends
on the ambient air temperature, wind speed, incoming
daytime short-wave radiation (especially direct normal
irradiation), and nocturnal long-wave radiation. Very
often, heating-degree days [51.14] and cooling-degree
days [51.15] are used as an approximate measure to
assess the demand for heating and cooling. It is antici-
pated that the future energy demand for individual elec-
tric mobility is temperature-dependent as well, because
the performance of batteries is strongly temperature de-
pendent.

51.4 Devices and Systems

Many of the devices and systems described in detail ear-
lier in this handbook and briefly in [51.28] are used to
capture the necessary data for running energy systems.
This section summarizes specific comments on some
of these devices. Precipitation gauges are described in
Chap. 12.

51.4.1 Cup and Sonic Anemometers

Near-surface wind speed is very often measured by cup
anemometers (Chap. 9) that have been calibrated in
wind tunnels. Site-specific wind speed measurements
up to heights in the order of 50�100m are quite of-
ten made from masts erected for this purpose. See
Chap. 9 on anemometry and [51.29] for details. Mea-
surements of turbulence are described in [51.30]. Cup
and sonic anemometers deliver scalar means of wind
speed representative for small measurement volumes
(in-situ measurements). Sonic anemometers are also

able to deliver turbulence measurements. Because they
are much more expensive than cup anemometers, sonic
anemometers have not found widespread usage in wind
energy so far, but their usage is increasing. For instance,
they have now found a role in wind turbine nacelles
for wind speed and yaw control purposes. Appropri-
ate calibration standards comparable to those for cup
anemometers have not yet been developed [51.31].

51.4.2 Surface-Based Remote Sensing
of Wind and Temperature

Today’s wind energy applications require knowledge
of vertical wind distributions above those heights that
can meaningfully be reached by mast measurements.
Surface-based remote sensing has been used for this
purpose for about 20 years [51.32]. The first sodars
were deployed at potential wind energy sites, and now
Doppler wind lidars are operated, because they promise
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better data availability, a higher vertical range, and less
environmental interference. See Chap. 23 and [51.33]
for details on sodars and Chap. 27 and [51.34] for
details on wind lidars. Wind profile measurements to-
gether with temperature profile measurements are avail-
able from radio-acoustic sounding systems (RASS) as
well. RASS are described in Chap. 23 and [51.35]. Re-
mote sensing of wind profiles would also be feasible
with wind profilers (Chap. 31 and [51.36, 37]), but these
instruments are not movable, and they do not have suf-
ficient vertical resolution in the height range of wind
turbines. Remote sensing delivers vector means of wind
speed for larger measurement volumes determined by
the pulse length and the opening angle between the
beams originating from the instrument.

Passive radiometers (Chap. 29) are also designed to
measure vertical temperature (and humidity) profiles.
However, their vertical resolution is in the order of 50
and 100m, which is not sufficient for wind energy pur-
poses. Scanning at very low elevation angles in order to
obtain a better vertical resolution would result, in turn,
in more extended horizontal averaging, which in most
cases is unwanted in energy site assessments.

51.4.3 Satellite Wind Observations

A meaningful option to capture areal distributions of
offshore near-surface winds is the analysis of synthetic
aperture radar (SAR) images from satellites. SAR data
allow for a determination of the near surface wind
speed and the detection of spatial gradients in these
near-surface wind fields from the observation of cap-
illary waves on the ocean’s surface [51.38]. Capillary
waves are supposed to change nearly immediately with
the near-surface wind speed. These small-scale waves
cause scattering of the radar waves emitted from the
satellite, and less radiation is scattered directly back-
wards towards the satellite during the presence of these
waves.

Principally, the evaluation of these images gives
near-surface winds only. It is only the application of
vertical extrapolations based on wind profile laws (i.e.,
the logarithmic law with possible corrections for at-
mospheric thermal stability or the power law with
a suitable exponent) that allows the estimation and
assessment of the hub height wind speed for wind en-
ergy applications. However, these extrapolations need
additional input data, especially the vertical tempera-
ture profile. Nevertheless, the usability of SAR images
to detect offshore wind-farm wakes was proven for
the first time in [51.39]. First comparisons between
SAR images and mesoscale wind simulations using
the weather research and forecasting WRF model have
been shown in [51.40]. The results from model simula-

tions and SAR images were proved for the first time by
aircraft measurements behind North Sea wind farms in
2016 [51.41]. See Chap. 41 on microwave radiometers
as well.

51.4.4 Measurement Stations for Solar
Energy

During the planning, commissioning, and operation
of large solar power plants with a capacity of about
1MW or more on-site measured meteorological data
are required. Meteorological measurements are also
necessary for the testing of solar plant technologies.

Radiometers are the core of measurement stations
for solar energy. Radiation measurements are described
in Chap. 11. Also the other relevant and typically
measured parameters have been discussed in previous
chapters (wind speed and direction in Chap. 9, air tem-
perature in Chap. 7, humidity in Chap. 8, pressure in
Chap. 10, and precipitation in Chap. 12).

The instruments, their application and maintenance
for solar energy applications are basically the same as
for other atmospheric measurements. However, there
are some differences. Specific recommendations for so-
lar energy related measurements can be found in [51.2,
42]. The mentioned differences are caused basically by
two reasons. First of all the measurements must char-
acterize the conditions at the power plant site or in the
plant. Therefore, stations must at times be positioned
such that they do not fulfil fundamental requirements
of measurements carried out for other purposes. For ex-
ample, in the case of climate research, a free horizon is
recommended for the site with no obstructions above
5ı elevation [51.43]. For climate research, the base-
line surface radiation network (BSRN) recommends
that stations should not be close to major roadways
or airports [51.44]. For the maintenance of the station
during the solar resource assessment and for the costs
of the power plant construction such infrastructure can
be of great advantage, so that such recommendations
do not apply to solar energy-specific measurements.
Obviously, such differences also exist for other mete-
orological applications, such as transport meteorology,
where measurements must be carried out close to air-
ports and roads. The second reason why solar energy
specific measurements might deviate from other atmo-
spheric measurement stations is that different appli-
cations also bring along different optimal cost/benefit
ratios. The most important example for this is that it
is often not feasible to set up a high accuracy mea-
surement station with a solar tracker and thermopile
sensors (Fig. 51.2a) at the envisioned plant site for the
resource assessment if this site is remote. For such sites,
it is often impossible or at least too costly to assure
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a) b)
Fig. 51.2
(a) Measurement
station for solar
resource assess-
ment in Tataouine,
Tunisia, equipped
with thermopile
radiometers, cup
anemometer, wind
vane, pressure,
temperature, and
relative humidity
sensors. (b) Rotat-
ing shadowband
irradiometer as part
of a solar resource
assessment station
close to Erfoud,
Morocco (photos
© Birk Kraas,
CSP-Services)

the required daily maintenance by sufficiently qualified
personnel. Reduced cleaning frequency and the corre-
sponding soiling of the entrance windows is especially
relevant for pyrheliometers, but also pyranometers with
clear entrance windows suffer from soiling. Therefore,
less maintenance intense sensors, such as rotating shad-
owband irradiometers (RSI, at times also called RSP or
RSR, with P for pyranometer and R for radiometer) are
often used at remote sites (Fig. 51.2b). They achieve
lower accuracy in well-maintained stations with daily
cleaning of the instruments’ entrance windows, but if
specific correction functions are applied, a better accu-
racy is reached for less frequent maintenance [51.45],
for example only once every week or every 2 weeks.
Correction functions are needed, as simple silicon pyra-
nometers with higher incidence angle, temperature,
and spectral errors are used in most cases. The lower
maintenance requirement is due to the fact that RSIs
apply pyranometers with diffusors in front of the de-
tector, without an additional clear entrance window.
Furthermore, RSIs are cheaper than thermopile sensors
with solar trackers and are more robust and simpler,
which leads to less frequent malfunctions, user mis-
takes, and data loss [51.46]. Another option to reduce
the cost and maintenance requirements compared to
pyrheliometers are instruments with sensor arrays and
specific shading structures that avoid the requirement

of any moving part for direct irradiance measurements.
However, unlike RSIs, such instruments still require the
same cleaning frequency as thermopile pyranometers.
An example of such a sensor is the SPN1 radiome-
ter [51.47].

A significant cost reduction of a meteorological sta-
tion can be achieved if direct normal irradiance (Gb)
is not measured. For concentrating solar power plants
(CSP and concentrating PV), Gb is required, and for
tracked PV plants and large power plants it is desir-
able. For concentrating technologies, this is obvious.
For the other plants mentioned, in principle, only global
tilted irradianceGtilt must be known. However, for more
accurate plant yield calculations, the direct component
in Gtilt is of interest, as mentioned in Sect. 51.3.2. In
the case of tracked PV collectors, Gtilt measurements
would also require a tracker for the pyranometer, so
that no significant cost advantage remains. Further-
more, measuring the three radiation components (direct,
global, and diffuse) allows for a better quality control
of the data, which is of high value. For fixed collec-
tors, Gtilt can be measured with an adequately mounted
pyranometer without a solar tracker. Typically, for so-
lar resource assessments for fixed PV and flat plate
collectors, common global horizontal irradiance mea-
surements are used combined with conversion models
to derive Gtilt .



The sunshape and circumsolar contribution can
be measured with special cameras [51.48, 49]: pyrhe-
liometers with different fields of view [51.50] or
RSIs [51.51]. For remote sites, RSI is the only com-
mercially available measurement option. Camera-based
instruments for circumsolar radiation measurements are
only used at research stations, as they are highly main-
tenance intense and expensive.

Solar spectral irradiance measurements have so far
been limited mainly to research sites. To change this,
radiative transfer calculations can be used based on
simpler measurements, such as the multifilter rotating
shadowband radiometer [51.52], sun photometers, or
multifilter radiometers [51.53].

In recent years, measurement stations for solar
tower plants have also started including meteorological
optical-range (MOR) measurements to obtain informa-
tion on the beam attenuation between the mirrors and
the receiver on the tower. Chapter 13 introduced visibil-
ity sensors. It is important to mention that the conver-
sion from the MOR [51.54] to the required broadband
beam attenuation is not a simple task (broadband refers
to the wavelength range from about 280 to 4000nm), as
the instruments and the definition of MOR do not refer
to broadband radiation. Therefore, correction functions
are required [51.55].

Also, soiling rate measurements have been included
in meteorological stations for solar energy applications
in the last decade. For PV, such measurements can
be obtained by comparing the short-circuit current or
power output of cleaned and uncleaned PV reference
cells or modules [51.56]. For concentrating collectors
with mirrors, the reflected direct normal irradiance is
compared to Gb [51.57], or reflectance measurements
are carried out on exposed mirror samples.

Solar radiation measurements are important input
for the accurate forecasting of solar radiation. Addi-
tional ground measurements are provided in the form
of all-sky images mainly relating to forecasting for the
next 15min. Such images of the complete upper hemi-

Table 51.2 Advantages and disadvantages of selected measurement devices with respect to energy meteorology

Device Advantages Disadvantages
Cup anemometer Can be calibrated in wind tunnel, calibration stan-

dards exist
Needs masts for locating at height of rotor plane,
extrapolation to greater heights necessary, limited
turbulence measurements, horizontal wind speed only

Sonic anemometer High-frequency wind measurements, turbulence
measurements, all three wind components available

Rain droplets or ice at the sound transducers can
disturb the measurements, appropriate calibration
standards have not been developed

Wind lidar Does not need calibration, direct profile measure-
ments

Measurement obstructed by fog, clouds, and precipi-
tation

SAR on satellites Not obstructed by clouds, operates day and night,
large areas are covered simultaneously

Several days between satellite overpasses, offshore
application only, near-surface winds only

Device Advantages Disadvantages
Cup anemometer Can be calibrated in wind tunnel, calibration stan-

dards exist
Needs masts for locating at height of rotor plane,
extrapolation to greater heights necessary, limited
turbulence measurements, horizontal wind speed only

Sonic anemometer High-frequency wind measurements, turbulence
measurements, all three wind components available

Rain droplets or ice at the sound transducers can
disturb the measurements, appropriate calibration
standards have not been developed

Wind lidar Does not need calibration, direct profile measure-
ments

Measurement obstructed by fog, clouds, and precipi-
tation

SAR on satellites Not obstructed by clouds, operates day and night,
large areas are covered simultaneously

Several days between satellite overpasses, offshore
application only, near-surface winds only

sphere are taken with fisheye lenses or curved mirrors.
The images can be used to detect clouds and to track
and forecast their position. Finally, with additional as-
sumptions on the clear-sky atmosphere, this allows the
prediction of the solar irradiance in a power plant or in
an area with several power plants (e.g., a city with many
PV rooftop systems). For these irradiance forecasts, the
cloud height is required if spatially resolved irradiance
maps are to be forecasted. Cloud height measurements
can come from different sources, such as ceilometers or
multiple all-sky imagers. Current research indicates that
all-sky imagers are the preferable option [51.58]. All-
sky imagers have also been used to measure the current
downwelling shortwave irradiance (G, Gb). However,
such methods do not reach the accuracy required for
solar energy applications so far.

At times, PV reference cells are also applied in solar
resource assessment to obtain data that are more com-
parable to the expected production of PV collectors.
While thermopile pyranometers are designed to mea-
sure broadband irradiance with low errors introduced
by the incidence angle, temperature, and spectral ef-
fects, such effects occur in PV modules and reference
cells. If the applied reference cells are similar to the
PV module of interest, the data collected with the ref-
erence cell can be used more easily to calculate the
expected PV production, as the mentioned errors do not
have to be modeled in the PV plant yield model. How-
ever, most PV models include the modeling of these
errors, so that PV reference cell data must be used
with great care. Furthermore, PV reference cell mea-
surements are difficult to compare with other existing
datasets from pyranometers and satellites, which further
complicate their application. Therefore, measurements
with reference cells are rather carried out as additional
measurements next to other radiometers. A dataset that
only contains PV reference cell data must currently be
considered of lower quality. Advantages and disadvan-
tages of the measurement options mentioned for solar
energy applications are included in Table 51.2.
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Table 51.2 (Continued)

Device Advantages Disadvantages
Thermopile pyranometer Achieves the highest available accuracy for tilted

irradiance measurements under well-maintained
conditions in high frequency

Require frequent cleaning and other maintenance
(daily). Available stations are rare, especially for
long-term data sets (> 10 years). Costs

Thermopile pyrheliometer Achieves the highest available accuracy for direct
irradiance measurements under well-maintained
conditions in high frequency

Requires frequent cleaning and other maintenance
(daily) and expensive and error-prone solar trackers.
Available stations are rare, especially for long-term
datasets (> 10 years). Costs

Rotating shadowband irra-
diometer

Simple, robust, frequent, and cheap option for de-
termination of global horizontal, direct normal and
global tilted irradiance. Only less frequent cleaning
required compared to instruments with clear optics
(e.g., every week)

Achieves a lower accuracy compared to thermopile
sensors even if correction functions for systematic
errors are applied.
Available stations are rare, especially for long-term
datasets (> 10 years)

PV reference cell Measures an output signal close to that of specific
corresponding PV modules in high frequency

Difficult to compare with more frequently available
broadband irradiance data and incompatible with
many PV plant models.
Available stations are rare, especially for long-term
datasets (> 10 years)

Ground-based spectrora-
diometer

Accurate and frequent measurements of solar spectra
can be obtained

Difficult to maintain, too expensive for most stations

Satellite-based imager for
irradiance measurements

Long-term datasets (> 10 years) available for the
whole planet, even spectrally resolved. No data gaps,
maintenance issues. Relatively low costs, as satellites
are paid by somebody else

Lower accuracy compared to ground-based methods,
lower temporal frequency (15min compared to 1min
or higher)

Camera-based circumsolar
radiation measurement

Some systems can reach high accuracy. Complete
information for plant models measured, including
sunshape

High costs and maintenance requirements

Pyrheliometer pairs with
different field of views
for circumsolar radiation
measurements

High accuracy for the circumsolar contribution and
integrated irradiance for one angular interval

No angular resolved radiance, only integrated irra-
diance for one angular interval. Modeling needed
for determination of sunshapes. Daily maintenance
required, error-prone to soiling

Rotating shadowband irra-
diometers for circumsolar
radiation measurements

Low maintenance effort, simple data evaluation No angular resolved radiance, only integrated irradi-
ance for one angular interval. Modeling needed for
determination of sunshapes. Lower accuracy com-
pared to camera and pyrheliometer-based methods

Beam attenuation mea-
surement based on MOR
measurements

Simple measurement method Requires correction for spectral and broadband effect

Satellite-based imager for
circumsolar irradiance
measurements and beam
attenuation measurements

Long-term datasets (> 10 years) can be determined
for the whole planet. No data gaps, maintenance
issues. Relatively low costs, as satellites are paid by
somebody else

Still in development phase, low accuracy compared to
ground measurements

Soiling-rate measurement
with test mirrors or test PV
cells/modules

Frequent measurements of cleanliness and soiling rate Maintenance intense

Ground-based all-sky im-
ager for forecasting

Highly temporally and spatially resolved irradiance
data can be determined

Costs, maintenance. Forecasts confined to the next
approximately 15min

Satellite-based imager for
forecasting of irradiance

Forecasts can be determined for the whole planet. No
data gaps, maintenance issues. Relatively low costs,
as satellites are paid by somebody else. Forecast
horizon up to approximately 6 h

Lower accuracy, temporal and spatial resolution than
all-sky imagers
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51.4.5 Satellite-Based Radiation
Measurements

As explained in Sect. 51.3.2, satellite-based surface ra-
diation measurements are a standard data source for so-
lar energy applications to create the required long-term
datasets (� 10 years or more). The applied methods and
technology are explained in Chap. 40 on airborne radi-
ation sensors and in Sect. 22.4.3 on cloud observations
that are an important intermediate result. For solar en-
ergy applications the postprocessing of these data is of
high importance.

As the accuracy of satellite-derived data is signifi-
cantly lower than that of well-maintained ground mea-
surements, the latter are frequentlymergedwith the satel-
lite data to create bankable solar resource data during the
planning phase of the power plant. This is especially rel-
evant for the planning of solar plants with several MW
power output, as financing costs depend on the risk of
the project and, hence, on the uncertainty of the resource
data. The final long-term dataset is created by merging
the at least 1 year-long dataset from ground measure-
ments and the satellite-derived data [51.59]. Plant yield
calculations for the feasibility study and plant layout are
carried outwith these long-termdatasets. For thedetailed
design of the plant, also measurement data are used due
to the higher temporal resolution and accuracy.

Satellite-derived irradiance data are also applied at
times for the power plant monitoring of some medium-
sized facilities. Furthermore, the data are key for radia-
tion forecasts with a horizon of up to 6 h. Cloud-motion
vectors are determined from series of satellite images,
and the detected cloud positions are then extrapolated
to the future. These predicted cloud positions are then
used to calculate the solar irradiance.

Apart from broadband direct normal, global hori-
zontal, and global tilted irradiance, satellite data may
also be used to derive further parameters, such as cir-
cumsolar radiation, beam attenuation in tower plants,
and spectral irradiance. For circumsolar radiation, such
efforts [51.60] are still in the development phase and
are not used commercially. The same holds for beam
attenuation studies. Spectral irradiance can be derived
from satellite data [51.61], and such datasets have al-
ready been integrated in selected PV yield analysis
tools [51.62].

51.4.6 Comparison of Methods

The advantages and disadvantages of some of the men-
tioned measurement methods for wind (first four lines)
and solar (rest of the table) energy applications are com-
pared in Table 51.2.

51.5 Specifications

Users of wind speed measurement data for the assess-
ment of available wind energy often request a rather
high accuracy in the order of 1%, because wind energy
depends on the third power of the wind speed (51.1).
A 1%-error in wind speed thus means up to 3% error
in wind energy. Therefore, most guidelines [51.6] fa-
vor cup anemometers as in-situ devices for wind energy
purposes, because they can be carefully calibrated in
wind tunnels to achieve the requested accuracy. Remote-
sensing instruments cannot be calibrated in the sameway
as cup anemometers in wind tunnels. Actually, they do
not even need to be calibrated, because they are based on
fundamental physical principles. Please note, that wind

data from remote sensing and in-situ measurements are
not fully comparable due to the different measurement
principles (cup anemometers are in-situ instruments; so-
dars and wind lidars are volume-averaging instruments).

Specifications of solar energy related instruments
are also included in Table 51.3.

While cup anemometer data is nearly always avail-
able, wind lidar data is not available during fog and
precipitation events. The vertical range of optical re-
mote sensing can also be limited by the aerosol content
of the atmosphere. Very low aerosol concentrations
may lead to insufficient signal-to-noise ratios of the
backscattered signal.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-52171-4_40
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-52171-4_22


Table 51.3 Specifications of selected measurement methods for the application in the field of generation of renewable energies

Method Typical total uncertainty Temperature
range (°C)

Humidity
range (%)

Cup anemometer ˙1% [51.6] �10 to 50 0–100
Wind lidar ˙0:1m s�1 (Class A),˙0:5m s�1 (Class B), ˙1:0m s�1 (Class C) [51.34] �20 to 40 0–100
Thermopile pyrheliometer 0.7% (1min resolution) �40 to 80 0–100
Thermopile pyranometer 1.2% (1min resolution) �40 to 80 0–100
Silicon pyranometer with cor-
rection functions for global
horizontal measurements

3.5% (1min resolution) �40 to 65 0–100

Twin RSI 3.5% (global horizontal and direct normal irradiance in 10min resolution) �40 to 65 0–100
Satellite-derived irradiance data
after site adaptation with ground
measurements

Annual average: 4% for global horizontal irradiance, (for complex areas
higher)
Hourly: 7% to 35% for global irradiance (depending on cloud, aerosol and
ground conditions)
Direct irradiances errors are typically about twice the errors for global
horizontal irradiance [51.2]

Does not
apply

Does not
apply

Beam attenuation measurements
with MOR sensors

� 5% in terms of broad band transmittance over a path of 1 km [51.55] �55 to 65 0–100

Camera-based circumsolar radia-
tion measurements [51.49]

15% for circumsolar contribution, minimum 0.01 �10 to 45 0–100

Pyrheliometer-based circumsolar
radiation measurements [51.50]

15% for circumsolar contribution, minimum 0.01 �40 to 65 0–100

RSI-based circumsolar radiation
measurements

20% to 30% for circumsolar contribution, minimum 0.02 [51.51] �40 to 65 0–100

Soiling rate measurement systems � 0:2%=day [51.57] �40 to 65 0–100
Ground-based spectroradiometers 0:2 nm wavelength uncertainty below � 1000 nm, 5% spectral irradiance

(350�1600 nm)
�10 to 40 0–100

Tipping bucket (Cs700) precipita-
tion measurement

2% 0 to 70 0–100

Optical weather sensor (FD12P)
with precipitation measurement

30% �40 to 55 0–100

Method Typical total uncertainty Temperature
range (°C)

Humidity
range (%)

Cup anemometer ˙1% [51.6] �10 to 50 0–100
Wind lidar ˙0:1m s�1 (Class A),˙0:5m s�1 (Class B), ˙1:0m s�1 (Class C) [51.34] �20 to 40 0–100
Thermopile pyrheliometer 0.7% (1min resolution) �40 to 80 0–100
Thermopile pyranometer 1.2% (1min resolution) �40 to 80 0–100
Silicon pyranometer with cor-
rection functions for global
horizontal measurements

3.5% (1min resolution) �40 to 65 0–100

Twin RSI 3.5% (global horizontal and direct normal irradiance in 10min resolution) �40 to 65 0–100
Satellite-derived irradiance data
after site adaptation with ground
measurements

Annual average: 4% for global horizontal irradiance, (for complex areas
higher)
Hourly: 7% to 35% for global irradiance (depending on cloud, aerosol and
ground conditions)
Direct irradiances errors are typically about twice the errors for global
horizontal irradiance [51.2]

Does not
apply

Does not
apply

Beam attenuation measurements
with MOR sensors

� 5% in terms of broad band transmittance over a path of 1 km [51.55] �55 to 65 0–100

Camera-based circumsolar radia-
tion measurements [51.49]

15% for circumsolar contribution, minimum 0.01 �10 to 45 0–100

Pyrheliometer-based circumsolar
radiation measurements [51.50]

15% for circumsolar contribution, minimum 0.01 �40 to 65 0–100

RSI-based circumsolar radiation
measurements

20% to 30% for circumsolar contribution, minimum 0.02 [51.51] �40 to 65 0–100

Soiling rate measurement systems � 0:2%=day [51.57] �40 to 65 0–100
Ground-based spectroradiometers 0:2 nm wavelength uncertainty below � 1000 nm, 5% spectral irradiance

(350�1600 nm)
�10 to 40 0–100

Tipping bucket (Cs700) precipita-
tion measurement

2% 0 to 70 0–100

Optical weather sensor (FD12P)
with precipitation measurement

30% �40 to 55 0–100

51.6 Quality Control

Planning, siting, and operation of renewable energy fa-
cilities need data of high accuracy and quality, because
the financial success of these facilities often crucially
depends on data quality.While companies and organiza-
tionsworking in planning and siting of energy converters
have to fulfil the usual data quality demands for their
measurement devices (mostly according to the instruc-
tions given by the manufacturers of these instruments),

instrumentsmounted at or near to operating energy facil-
ities should be included in the data quality procedures of
these installations. Please refer to the respective chapters
on specific quality control procedures for the different
instruments. For cup anemometers, see also [51.63], for
sonic anemometers [51.64], and for wind lidars [51.34].
For solar energy applications, specificminor adaptations
of the common quality checks exist; see, e.g., [51.65].

51.7 Maintenance

The demands and strategies for the maintenance of
instruments delivering meteorological parameters for
planning, siting, and operation of energy conversion fa-
cilities are very much similar to those given for data
quality in Sect. 51.6 above. For the required mainte-
nance procedures please refer to the respective chapters

on the specific instruments. It should be mentioned
again that the feasible maintenance intensity for so-
lar resource assessment stations might be more limited
than recommendations for solar radiation measure-
ments as already discussed in Sect. 51.4.4.



51.8 Application

This section gives two application examples of mea-
surements. The first example refers to the wind and
thermal stability conditions for the operation of offshore
wind parks; the second example displays radiation mea-
surements relevant for solar power plants.

Fig. 51.3 Stability wind rose indicating the frequency
(number of 10-min intervals per 12ı wind direction sector)
of atmospheric stability. Lines are labeled in terms of the
stability measure z=L, where z is the height above ground,
and L is the Obukhov length. Blue and red shading in-
dicate stable and unstable stratification, respectively. The
higher the value of z=L, the stronger the stability. Data are
from the FINO 1 offshore platform in the North Sea for the
whole year of 2005 at a height of 60m above the sea sur-
face. Data is available from http://fino.bsh.de/. Only data
with wind speeds between the cut-in (5m s�1) and cut-off
(25m s�1) wind speed were considered (after [51.41]) I
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51.8.1 Wind Energy Applications

It has been stated in this chapter that atmospheric turbu-
lence (at the end of Sect. 51.3.1) and wakes behind wind
turbines (at the end of Sect. 51.2.1) not only depend on
wind speed but also on the atmospheric thermal stability.
Therefore, for the assessment of wake interactions and
fatigue issues of wind turbines, both parameters have to
be assessed together. Figure 51.3 gives an example of an
evaluation of 10min-mean data obtained at 60m above
sea level at the FINO1 platform in the German Bight
from a cup anemometer for wind speed and from a sonic
anemometer for atmospheric stability. The FINO1 plat-
form was erected for the investigation of the wind con-
ditions in the marine atmospheric boundary layer in the
German Bight. These data serve for the planning of the
large offshore wind farms, which are presently being
erected there. Figure 51.3 demonstrates that wind direc-
tion and thermal stability are correlated with each other
offshore [51.41]. Stable atmospheric stabilitymainly oc-
curs with southwesterly wind directions. Southwest is
the prevailing wind direction in warm sectors of cy-
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Fig. 51.5 Histogram of irradiance measurements with thermopile sensors from a meteorological station close to Greater
Noida India in April 2018 derived based on data in hourly resolution (GHI pyr: global horizontal irradiance measured
by a pyranometer, DNI pyr: direct normal irradiance by a pyrheliometer, DHI pyr: diffuse horizontal irradiance by
a shaded pyranometer). Irradiance is given in units of Wm�2 within a ˙25Wm�2 interval. Courtesy of Birk Kraas,
CSPS Services, Stefan Wilbert, DLR

clones on the Northern Hemisphere, where warmer air is
advected over colder waters. Likewise, we observe un-
stable conditions mainly occurring with northwesterly
winds. This is the prevailing wind direction in the cold
airmasses behind the cold front of cyclones in theNorth-
ern Hemisphere. Such a correlation is not observed for
onshore conditions, because here the diurnal day–night
variation of the thermal stability dominates.

51.8.2 Solar Energy Applications

As was already briefly mentioned in Sects. 51.3.2,
51.4.3, and 51.4.4, different measurement techniques
have different applications. As an example the results
of typical measurement stations with thermopile pyra-
nometers and pyrheliometers for 1 day are shown in
Fig. 51.4. Such graphs are used for the daily qual-
ity control of the collected measurements. Figure 51.5
shows a histogram of the three irradiance components
for a measurement station in India in April 2018. Such
histograms are used as a tool to evaluate the variability
of the solar irradiance.



51.9 Future Developments

Measurement techniques for atmospheric parameters at
hub height of wind turbines and over the area swept by
their rotors have changed. In-situ measurements by cup
and sonic anemometers are no longer fully sufficient.
The growing hub heights and upper tip heights of the
turbine rotors make it more and more impossible to per-
form in-situ measurements from masts specially erected
for this purpose. Therefore, in many cases, ground-
based remote sensing has replaced mast measurements
in the last few years. Overviews of the basic abilities
to probe the atmospheric boundary layer by ground-
based remote sensing are given in [51.28, 32]; however,
the development of some of the techniques has pro-
ceeded in the last 7 to 8 years since their publication.
The substitution process from in-situ to remote-sensing
measurements is to be accompanied by scientific inves-
tigations that compare the wind and turbulence data ob-
tained from masts and remote-sensing techniques. Such
investigations are continuing and have already led to
rewritten standards for measurement procedures [51.6].
Given the present state of instrument development, op-
tical techniques such as wind lidars will be the main
measurement tools of the future [51.66]. SAR satel-
lite image evaluation techniques are presently evaluated
by data from in-situ aircraft data and may become an
increasingly important tool for marine wind assess-
ment [51.41].

However, not only wind conditions must be cap-
tured by ground-based remote sensing. It has become
increasingly clear that atmospheric thermal stability is
a really important parameter for the assessment of wind
energy. Increasing stability (potential temperature in-
creases with height above ground) reduces turbulence

intensity, increases vertical wind shear, and prolongs
wakes of wind turbines and entire wind farms. De-
vices for ground-based remote sensing of temperature
are still limited in their capabilities. Passive radiometers
(Chap. 41) have a very coarse vertical resolution (50–
100m); active devices such as Raman lidars (Chap. 25)
still require large technical efforts and have a low
signal-to-noise ratio in the daytime due to disturbing
sunlight. RASS (Chap. 23) is not a perfect alternative,
as it cannot be operated in the vicinity of settlements
because of its audible acoustic signals.

With respect to solar energy, future developments
will surely be related to increase the accuracy of ground
and satellite-based measurements of all relevant param-
eters. The respective guidelines are under revision or
have been revised recently [51.67]. For ground-based
sensors, this will, on the one hand, be achieved by
increasing their accuracy under well-maintained con-
ditions. However, improving their robustness and sim-
plicity and their maintenance requirements – especially
including the need for frequent cleaning – is another
way to improve the accuracy. Future developments
will also include alternatives to thermopile sensors
and the required corrections for systematic errors. For
satellite-derived irradiance, accuracy improvement will
be developed by applying higher temporal, spectral,
and spatial resolutions. The speed of this enhancement
will depend on the deployment of the next genera-
tions of satellites. Some of the mentioned parameters
related to solar energy are still in early development
stages (e.g., satellite-derived attenuation and circumso-
lar radiation measurements). Such methods should be
elaborated further in the future.

51.10 Further Readings

A thorough introduction into wind energy meteorology
can presently be obtained from two books:

� S. Emeis: Wind Energy Meteorology – Atmo-
spheric Physics for Wind Power Generation,
2nd edn. (Springer, Heidelberg 2018) XXVI +
255 pp.� L. Landberg: Meteorology for Wind Energy. Wiley,
XIX+204 pp. (2016)

Related to solar energy meteorology:

� M. Sengupta, A. Habte, C. Gueymard, S. Wilbert,
D. Renné, P. Blanc, A. Dobos, E. Lorenz, R. Meyer,
D. Myers, L. Ramírez, K.P. Nielsen, A. Lopez,

J. Kleissl, J. Remund, J.A. Ruiz-Arias, R. Perez,
J. Polo, L.M. Pomares, M. Suri, T. Stoffel, F. Vi-
gnola, S. Wilcox, J. Wood, Y. Xie, L. Zarzalejo.
Best Practices Handbook for the Collection and Use
of Solar Resource Data for Solar Energy Appli-
cations. Second Edition, NREL Technical Report
NREL/TP-5D00-68886, 238 pp. (2017)

A broad overview on all renewable energy techniques
can be found in:

� M. Kaltschmitt, W. Streicher, A. Wiese: Renewable
Energy (Springer, Heidelberg 2007), XXXII+564
pp. A revised 5th German edition of this book ap-
peared in 2013.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-52171-4_41
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-52171-4_25
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-52171-4_23
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